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With the rapid development of the urbanization, many underpasses are designed and constructed in big cities to alleviate the huge
traffic pressure.-e construction method has been changed from traditional on-site concrete pouring technology to prefabricated
assembly technology. However, this change will inevitably bring out some new problems to be studied such as the behaviour of the
radial joints. In this study, the numerical simulation model of Moziqiao precast and assemble underpass with large asymmetric
cross section was constructed by using the ABAQUS software to study the transient response of the underpass induced by ground
surface dynamic load. Based on the similarity theory a 1/10 scaled model test was carried out to study the long-term radial joint
behaviour of the underpass considering the prestress loss during the 2000 000 loading cycles. -e results transient dynamic
response from computed and tested was compared in terms of acceleration. -e comparison showed that the transient response
accelerations have good consistency. -e results of the physical model test were analysed in terms of joint opening, closure, and
slipping. -e accumulative joint opening was closely correlated to the prestress level, and the joint opening at different prestress
levels increased with the loss of the prestress. -e joints closure decreased with the increase of the previous accumulative color
value. -e joint slipping mainly attributed to the slipping of the top segment. Both the opening and slipping of the joints at RJ 1
were larger than that of RJ3 due to the wider span of RJ1, which reflected an asymmetric effect. -is study revealed the long-term
accumulative behaviour of the radial joints, which convinced us that the long-term accumulative deformation of the joints should
be taken into consideration during the design stage for similar projects.

1. Introduction

-e rapid growth of population in big cities has led to the
urban ground traffic more and more crowded [1–3]. Hence,
different kinds of underground structures and spaces such as
metro tunnels, metro stations, utility tunnels, underground
shelters, and underpasses may appear in any large city.
Underpasses constructed crossing underneath highways in
downtown areas will become common. -e underpass
structure will lose its function partly or completely due to
long-term repeated vibration from the ground surface ve-
hicles. -e vehicle dynamic loads can affect the underpasses
within the depth of 14m, and the effect decreases with the
increase of distance from the excitation source [4]. -ere-
fore, the long-term dynamic effect on underpasses induced

by ground surface vehicles cannot be neglected during the
design stage.

Typically, cut-and-cover underpasses are often box
shaped and constructed by using cast-in-place reinforced
concrete liners. Compared with cast-in-place concrete,
precast structure has higher prefabrication precision and
faster construction speed [5–9]. -e prefabrication tech-
nology was used in Sendai subway in Japan and Tashkent
subway in Uzbekistan decades ago [10–12]. For those
advantages of precast concrete, the next decade is likely to
witness a considerable rise of precast underpass in urban
areas. Although the prefabrication concrete is a promising
alternative to the traditional cast-in-place concrete, the
main problem in its use in underpass is the size and weight
cannot exceed the transport and crane ability under
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current conditions. -erefore, the large cross-section
underpass must be divided into segments [13]. Radial
joints (RJs) are used to connect adjacent segments in the
underpass lining [14]. Radial joints have two main func-
tions for precast tunnel linings, one is transferring loads
and the other is a sealant of the structure. -e radial joint is
the potential weakest link of the tunnel compared to the
segment itself due to the lower stiffness [15–17]. Radial
joints are not only the weak position of structural de-
formation but also the high incidence of tunnel distress
[18, 19].

It has been presented in different papers that the radial
joints have a prominent influence on the tunnel deforma-
tion. Wang et al. [20] found that the variation of tunnel
diameter is closely related to the opening of radial joints by
using a simplified method to evaluate the deformation of a
shield tunnel in soft soil in Shanghai. From a field case study
of an operated metro tunnel under surface surcharge load,
Huang et al. [21] found that the convergence of the tunnel is
closely correlate to the radial joint width and less correlate to
the deformation of the circumferential joint. Yi et al. [22]
carried out a model experiment to study the accumulative
deformation of a metro tunnel lining induced by dynamic
load from the abovementioned high-speed train and indi-
cated that the main contribution of the accumulative de-
formation of the tunnel lining came from the opening and
dislocation of the joints. All these studies above showed that
the behavior of radial joints play an important role in tunnel
deformation.

For this reason, numerous studies focused on radial
joints behavior. Jin et al. [23] conducted a series of full-scale
experiments to investigate the joint behavior of a water-
conveyance tunnel. Caratelli et al. [14] performed a test on
two steel fiber reinforced concrete elements to study the
behavior of longitudinal joints of a shield tunnel lining and
interpreted the behavior in an analytical manner. Liu et al.
[24] through a full-scale test (with a whole ring) to inves-
tigate the ultimate bearing capacity of a shield tunnel in
Shanghai, the test result showed that the lining failure was
caused by joints failure. However, these studies mainly fo-
cused on the behavior of shield tunnel and the loading
conditions on static loads.

Although many research achievements were realized
on the joint behavior of shield tunnel linings under dif-
ferent kinds of load conditions in the abovementioned
references, the long-term joint behavior of shallow buried
underpass linings induced by ground surface vehicle dy-
namic load is still not clear. Motivated by this research
status, this paper tries to make a thorough understanding
of the effect of long-term ground surface vehicle loads on
the radial joint behavior of prefabricated and assemble
underpass. Taking the Moziqiao underpass in Chengdu as
an engineering background, a numerical model was
constructed to study the transient dynamic response of the
structure, and 1/10 scaled model experiment were carried
out to study the long-term accumulative deformation of
the joints. According to the measured joint deformation
data of the model experiment, characters of joint dis-
placement were analyzed.

2. Engineering Background

In the case of Moziqiao underpass crossing beneath the
south section of the first ring road in Chengdu, the location
of the project can be seen in Figure 1.-e project is designed
to relieve the heavy traffic in downtown Chengdu. -e
underpass consists of two tubes, one is 3-passing lane with a
width of 11.85m and the other is 2-passing lane with a width
of 8.35m.-e length of the project is 200m and the height of
the underpass is 8.2m. -e thickness of the plain fill is 3m.
-e cross section of the underpass is 178.3m2 and the cross
section must be partitioned into segments. -e partition
scheme was chosen by considering the internal force dis-
tribution, amounts of joints, and construction time.-e final
partition scheme of the underpass was that the structure was
cut at the middle in the height direction, as shown in
Figure 2(a). -e sketch of the project can be seen in
Figure 2(b).

-e strength of the prefabricated concrete lining is C50.
-e mechanical and physical parameters of the plain fill and
concrete lining are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

-e dynamic load induced by the vehicle moving on the
ground surface is not obvious due to the speed of the vehicles
is far slower than the wave velocity of the highway surface.
-erefore, the influence of moving vehicle on the dynamic
response of the ground surface can be neglected if the
pavement is even enough. However, the pavement of any
highway cannot be fully level, and the pavement evenness
becomes worse with the service time. It can be considered
that the vertical vibration of vehicles is completely caused by
the unevenness of the ground surface [25–27]. A harmonic
loadmodel which can reflect the vehicle moving velocity and
pavement unevenness was used to describe the vibration
induced by highway vehicle by Chen [28], according to the
simplified form of dynamic load, the cyclic load can be
expressed in the form of

F(t) � P − cos 2 × π ×
v

l
× t , (1)

where P is the amplitude of the dynamic load, assumed equal
to 150 kN, (v/l) is the frequency of dynamic load, v is the
maximum vehicle velocity of the ground surface, assumed as
12m/s, and l is the wavelength of the pavement, assumed as
20m. Hence, equation (1) can be further simplified as

F(t) � P − cos(2 × π × 0.6 × t). (2)

3. Numerical and Physical Experiment Setups

3.1. Numerical Model Setup. In order to study the behavior
of the underpass radial joints under dynamic load, a 3D
numerical model with the real project was constructed using
finite element software ABAQUS 2016.

-e flat radial joints were adopted in numerical mod-
elling, and connecters between the underpass segments were
not considered. -ere are two shear keys which are installed
at each radial joint.

-e dimension of the model is 10m in length (in the
axial direction of the tunnel), 43.8m in width, and 21.7m in
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height. -e geometry of the model is shown in Figure 3(a).
-e whole model contains soils, plain concrete, and tunnel.
Figure 3(b) plotted the segments and shear keys of the
tunnel.

-e type “hard contact” [29] model was used to simulate
the interaction between contact surfaces of segments. -is
kind of contact does not allow segment penetrate to each
other at the compression state. -e friction coefficient was

set at 0.4, according to laboratory test. Contact surfaces
between shear keys and tunnel segments were set as surface-
to-surface contact type and the friction coefficient was set at
0.2. -e “tie” mode was used to define the interaction be-
tween soil and the underpass lining. Parameters in the
numerical model were the same as the real project as listed in
Tables 1 and 3. In the finite element model prestress
mentioned in Section 2 was applied by 5 pairs of
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Figure 1: Project location (map data from Google earth).
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Figure 2: Partition scheme and sketch of the structure. (a) Partition scheme of the structure. (b) Sketch of the project.

Table 1: -e mechanical parameters of segments in the prototype and model.

Parameters Density Elastic modulus Poison’s ratio Tensile strength Compressive strength
Unite (kg/m3) (MPa) — (MPa) (MPa)
Prototype 2600 34500 0.21 2.64 32.4
Model 2600 3450 0.21 0.264 3.24

Table 2: -e mechanical parameters of backfill soil in the prototype and model.

Parameters -ickness Density Elastic modulus Poison’s ratio Friction angle Cohesion
Unite (m) (kg/m3) (MPa) — (°) (KPa)
Prototype 3 1910 10.15 0.32 18.1 17.5
Model 0.3 1900 1.01 0.32 18 17
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concentrated force at the top and bottom of the model for
each radial joint. In the dynamic computation, Rayleigh
damping was applied. -e damping coefficient of surround
soil was determined by Liu [30]. -e dynamic load was
applied, as shown in equation (2).

To study the behavior of radial joints under long-term
surface dynamic load, amodel experiment was conducted.-e
detail of the model experiment was introduced as follows.

3.2. Physical Model Experiment Setup

3.2.1. Similitude Relation. Model experiment is an ordinary
method to study the mechanical behavior and can obtain
decent results. -e similitude relations between the scaled
model and prototype can be derived by the law of similarity for
model experiment. If the dominating features of the real
problem can be scaled by the model appropriately, the value of
similar ratio will not significantly affect the experiment results.
In the scaledmodel, this paper prepared, geometric dimension
L, elastic modulus E, and density ρ are the 3 basic physical
quantities. According to Buckingham Pi theory, other pa-
rameters such as stress, strain, force, acceleration, and time can
be derived by the 3 basic physical quantities. -e similitude
relations can be seen in Table 3. In Table 3, C means the
similitude ratio between the porotype and the model. Sub-
scripts p and m denote the porotype and model, respectively.

3.2.2. Materials and Ratio of the Model. Plaster based ma-
terial is a widely used material to simulate tunnel linings in
different kinds of indoor experiments for its mechanical

similarity with concrete. Fang et al. [31] conducted a physical
model test the tunnel under the goaf of a thick coal seam and
used a mixture of plaster and water to simulate C 25 con-
crete. Yang et al. [32] used a mixture of plaster, water, and
kieselguhr to simulate a metro tunnel lining in a test for
studying the effect of train-induced vibration for shield
tunnel. Xu et al. [33] carried out a shaking table test to study
the seismic response of a mountain tunnel by using plaster-
based mixture to simulate the tunnel with a strength grade of
C 25. -us, the plaster-based material can be used to sim-
ulate both the cast in place and precast concrete tunnel lining
under both static and dynamic loads.

According to Table 3, the scale of the porotype with respect
to the physical model is 10 :1; as a result, the length, width, and
height of the model are 2.23m, 1.4m, and 1m, respectively.

-e mechanical properties of the model materials are
significant for themodel test.-e testmodel is composed by the
tunnel segment and soil. -e tunnel segment with the strength
grade C50 in the real project, segments in the model were
fabricated by mixing water, and plaster and kieselguhr are at a
ratio of 1 :1.2 : 0.1 (by mass) materials according to the simu-
lation rules in Table 3 by our previous study [34]. -e me-
chanical parameters of the protype and model of the segment
were shown in Table 1.-e soil of the model test was fabricated
by a mixture of coarse sand, quarts sand, pulverized fuel ash,
and waste oil with a ratio at 1.0 : 0.8 : 0.8 : 0.3 (by mass) through
a series of orthogonal tests according to the simulation rules in
Table 3. -e mechanical parameters of the porotype and model
of the backfill soil were shown in Table 2.

-e pressure applied in height direction by the bolts in the
model is 0.05MPa, according to the designed value at 0.5MPa
in the prototype and the similitude relation in Table 2.-e area
of each steel plate is 0.075m2, and the total force applied by the
5 bolts is 3750N at each radial joint. Every prestress bolt
requires to afford the force at 750N. In themodel, the prestress
is applied by bolts with a diameter of 10mm.

3.2.3. Model Fabrication and Installation. -e model box
was welded by steel plate with 2mm thickness and rein-
forced with channel-section steel. -e dimension of the
model box is 3m× 1m× 1.4m, as shown in Figure 4.

-e underpass segments were casted in the wooden
mode, with plaster slurry and kieselguhr. After 24 h,
demould the segment mould. -en, the segments were dried
for 72 h at 30°C.

(a)

Shear keyTop segment
Bottom segment

(b)

Figure 3: Numerical modelling. (a) -e whole model. (b) -e segments and shear keys.

Table 3: Similitude ratio of the physical quantities.

Quantities Similarity relation Ratio
Length Cl � lp/lm 10
Density Cρ � ρp/ρm 1
Elastic modulus CE � Ep/Em 10
Stress Cσ � σp/σm 10
Cohesion Cc � Cp/Cm 10
Frequency Cf � fP/fm 0.316
Friction angle Cφ � φp/φm 1
Strain Cε � εp/εm 1
Poisson’s ratio cμ � μp/μm 1
Acceleration Ca � ap/am 1
Force CF � FP/Fm 1000
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At the same time, the surrounding soil was configured
with coarse sand, quarts sand, pulverized fuel ash, and waste
oil by a blender. After the parts of the physical model were
prefabricated, the installation of the parts followed the
following steps. Firstly, the bottom trough of the model box
was filled with plain fill and then tampered with a temper.
-e plain fill should be leveled to make sure the surface is
flat. Secondly, the bottom segment was hoisted to specified
location. -en, the top segment was assembled on the
bottom segment. -e prestress was applied as a designated
value. Measurement sensors were installed at designated
positions of the model. -e side plate, front plate, and back

plate were weld together. Finally, the load distributor was
connected to the electronic actuator.

For a long-term study, connectors between segments will
be corroded; thus, in the physical model, connectors were
not considered. Connectors serve as a sealant component,
not structural function.

3.2.4. Dynamic Load Selection and Input. -e dynamic load
was realized by a vertical actuator by a load distributor with 5
plates at the bottom which were set to simulate the five
vehicles on the ground pavement.

3m

1.4m

1m

Figure 4: -e dimensions of the model box.

A
B

C
Acceleration transducer

Acceleration transducer
Acceleration transducer

Figure 5: -e layout of acceleration transducers.

Table 4: Prestress levels during the loading process.
Cycle numbers (million) 0∼0.5 0.5∼1 1∼1.5 1.5∼2
Prestress level (N) 375 250 125 0
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Figure 6: -e response accelerations. (a) Measured results. (b) Computed results.
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Determination of the dynamic load, according to the
China Code for Urban Road Design CJJ37-90, I grade the
maximum of traffic load and vehicle driving speed are
700 kN and 40 km/h; thus, the loading amplitude and fre-
quency of the model test can be calculated by the real road
surcharge load and cyclic frequency and the similitude re-
lation which were shown in Table 3.

According to equation (2) and the similitude ratio in
Table 2, the amplitude and frequency of the applied load can
be calculated as 700N and 2Hz separately. -us, the load in
physical experiment follows 700 − 700 × cos(2 × π × 2 × t).

-e cyclic number is set at 2 million times, which is an
equivalent of 500,000 four-axle trucks passing through. As a
permanent structure, the prestress applied the bolts between the
two segments of the underpass is bound to be lost due to long-

term surface traffic cyclic loads and the creep of bolts.-erefore,
we considered the loss of prestress during the process of loading.
-e prestress was controlled, as shown in Table 4.

-emodel box and test field can be seen in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively.

3.2.5. Monitoring System. -e main purpose of this paper is
to study the behavior of radial joints. -ese behaviors in-
cluded structure dynamic response to the surface traffic load,
joint opening and closing, and slipping between segments.

In order to study the dynamic response of the underpass
to the ground surface vehicle loads, 3 acceleration sensors
were installed at the top slab of the center of the two tubes
and the center of 3 passing lane at the bottom slab,

(I) (II) (III) (IV)

(a)

Vertical
LVDT

Horizontal
LVDT

(I) (II)

(III) (IV)

(b)

Figure 7: -e layout of LVDTs around the radial joints. (a) Global view. (b) Detailed view.
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respectively. -e layout of acceleration transducers can be
seen in Figure 5.

Dynamic response of the structure was measured by
three acceleration sensors located at the center of.-e layout
of acceleration sensors can be seen in Figure 5. -e opening
and closing characters of RJ’s were monitored by 4 vertical
Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs). For each
vertical LVDT, the base was fixed on one side of the RJ and
the top was contact with a steel plate flexibly. -e length of
the steel plate is 3 cm; thus, the lateral displacement of the RJ

will not affect the measurement precise of the RJ opening
and closing. -e opening and closing of RJ significantly
affect the sealant of the structure. Opening and closing of RJ2
was not monitored, for this joint, did not attach to the
surrounding soil. -us, the opening and closing characters
were monitored in RJ 1 and RJ3. Each vertical LVDT was
installed at both inside and outside of RJ1 and RJ3. -e
layout of vertical LVDTs was shown as Figure 6(b). -e
dislocation of RJ was monitored by horizontal LVDTs.
Horizontal LVDTs was fixed on two steel frames. -e steel
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Figure 8: Radial joints displacements by numerical computation. (a) Global view. (b) Detailed joints opening. (c) Detailed joints slipping.
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frames were set on the floor of the laboratory, to isolate from
the model box. -e layout of LVDTs can be seen in Figure 7.

4. Dynamic Response of the Plain Fill and
Underpass Lining

-e load on the tunnel segment may include two parts, one is
the static load caused by dead load of the underpass and the
surrounding soil, and the other is the dynamic load caused
by ground surface vehicles. When the dynamic load reaches
the pipe segment, it has not attenuated to 0, and the tunnel
lining will experience a dynamic load.

In this section, the response of surface dynamic loads
studied by the response acceleration and radial joints be-
havior. -e response of acceleration and RJs behavior were
monitored and measured in both the numerical model and
physical model. In the following sections the computation
and measured results of dynamic response and radial joints
displacement were compared.

4.1.ResponseAccelerationof theUnderpassLining. As plotted
in Figure 6, both the results of numerical simulation and
model experiment (see Figure 6(b)) showed that the biggest
amplitude of response acceleration was observed at point A
(the center of top slab of the 3-passing lane), and the smallest
one was observed at point C (the center of the bottom slab of
2-passing lane). -e computed acceleration amplitudes were
nearly 10 times of the measured results. -e computed
response periods were nearly 3 times of the measured in the
model experiment. -is exhibited that the simulation results
were valid, according to the similitude ratio between the
prototype and the model.

4.2.Radial JointsBehavior InducedbySurfaceDynamicLoads.
As mentioned above, the dynamic response of tunnel lining
to the surface traffic is obvious. -e traffic load may cause
displacement in the tunnel joints. -e displacement caused

by dynamic loads in numerical simulation is shown in
Figure 8.

In Figure 8, there are both opening and slipping oc-
curred at RJ1 and RJ3, but there is only slipping at RJ2. At
RJ 1, the top segment moves outward relative to the bottom
segment, and the joint opens at the external edge. At RJ3
the joint behavior is the same as RJ1. At RJ2, the top
segment moves toward to the right direction relative to the
bottom segment.

-e detailed joint opening can be seen in Figure 8(b).-e
joint opening occurred at both radial joint 1 (RJ1) and radial
joint 3 (RJ3), but the opening amount of RJ1 was larger than
RJ3 at the same area of the joint. However, there was no
opening at RJ2.

Figure 8(c) showed the joint slipping at RJs, slipping
occurred at each joint. -e largest amount of slipping was at
RJ1, and the smallest slipping occurred at RJ2. -e negative
value means the top segment moves to the right relative to
the bottom segment at the joint. -e positive value means
the top segment moves to the left relative to the bottom
segment at the joint.

-e response acceleration and joint behavior induced
by the dynamic load suggested that the surface traffic loads
can cause dynamic effect on the underpass lining. In
addition, the response acceleration of numerical simula-
tion was consistent with the results of the model test. -is
convinced us that the model test can get reliable results of
tunnel lining transient response induced by dynamic
loads.

In Section 5, the long-term behavior of RJs under dy-
namic load was investigated via a model test.

5. Long-Term Behavior of Radial Joints
Dynamic Loads

From Section 4 we found that the physical model experiment
can reflect the real behavior of underpass RJs induced by
surface vehicle loads. Hence, the model experiment was used
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Figure 9: Joint opening at (a) RJ1 and (b) RJ3.
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to study the long-term behavior of the RJs under dynamic
loads. -e behavior of RLJs in our study includes the joint
opening and slipping. In the following sections, characters of
joint opening and slipping at RJs under long-term dynamic
loads were summarized.

5.1. JointOpeningCharacters at Radial Joint1 andRadial Joint
3. Figure 9(a) illustrates that the opening and closure of the
radial joint at sidewall of the 3-passing lane (RJ1) of the
underpass. -e opening at RJ1 increases at a higher speed,
this mainly attributed to the readjustment of contact rela-
tionship of the joint surfaces. -e opening at RJ1 increased
slowly from 0.12×106 to 1× 106, while the opening has a
sharp rise shortly after 1.0×106 and 1.5×106; this may be
caused by the release of prestress at the joint. -e prestress is

released firstly at 0.5×106, but the prestress is still at a high
level after 0.5×106. -e most drastic rise occurs at 1.5×106,
after which the prestress is released to 0. -is means that for
RJ1 the prestress should not be less than that at
1.0×106–1.5×106 interval. -e slop of the opening curve
becomes the steepest at the end of the test. -e closure curve
of the RJ3 shows a decline tendency during the whole test
process, the accumulative closure of first 1× 106 accounts for
more than 3/4 of the total closure. -is means the closure
rate decreased with the increase of accumulative closure of
the joint. -ere are two possible reasons for this tendency,
one is the unevenness of the joint contact surface decreases
with the increase in the amount of closure and the number of
cycles; another maybe the whole structure becomes more
stable with the increase of loading cycles. Comparison of
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) suggests that the characters of
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Figure 10: Joints slipping at (a) RJ1, (b) RJ3, (c) the right side of RJ2, and (d) the left side of RJ2.
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accumulative opening and closure at RJ3 are nearly the same
as RJ1, whereas the total amount of opening and closure at
RJ1 is larger than that at RJ3 which caused by the shorter
span length at RJ3 than that at RJ1. -erefore, the accu-
mulative opening and closure show an asymmetric effect.

5.2. Joint Slipping Characters. Figure 10 plots that the hori-
zontal deformation of the segments at RJ1, RJ3, and 2 sides of
RJ2. -e results show that at each joint the horizontal defor-
mation at the top segment is larger than that of bottom segment.
-is means that the horizontal deformation at the top segment
is the source of the horizontal deformation at the joint. -e
deformation increases at a high level and then is decreased with
the increase of accumulative deformation; thismay be caused by
the gap between of the outsider of the shear keys and the insider
of the holes to install the shears keys. When the amount of
deformation of the upper segment reaches a certain value, the
contact surfaces of shear keys and the hole fit together, and then
the shear keys start to work, the deformation decreases. Another
possible reason is that the stiffness of soil increases with the
increase of the deformation at the joints which in turn provides
stronger restrain for the joints.

6. Conclusions

In order to study the radial joints behavior of a shallow buried
large cross-section underpass under long-term dynamic loads
from the ground surface. Based on a real underpass crossing
beneath the south section of the first ring road in Chengdu, a
numerical model was constructed and a 1/10 scaled model
experiment was conducted. From the analysis of the results
both from numerical computation and experiment, following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) According to the response accelerations of both the
numerical and model experiment, the results from
numerical simulation are in good accordance with
that of model experiment, which convinces us that
the numerical simulation is valid.

(2) -e characters of radial joint displacement were
investigated by numerical and model experiment.
Both the results exhibited the same characters; the
displacement consisted of joint opening and sipping;
opening and slipping occurred at RJ1 (sidewall of the
3 passing lane) and RJ3 (sidewall of the 2 passing
lane), but there was only slipping at RJ2 (middle wall
of the structure).

(3) Although the characters of the behavior of RJ1 and
RJ3 are similar, the values of opening and slipping
are different, and both the values of long-term
opening and slipping at RJ1 are greater than that at
RJ3 which mainly due to the wider span of RJ1.

(4) -e model experiment demonstrated that the joint
opening is closely correlated with the prestress level,
and the larger the prestress, the smaller the opening.
-e relationship between the joint slipping and pre-
stress level is not that significant as the relationship
between the joint opening and prestress level.
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